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The study describes the influence of a voluntary narrative medicine competition programme on progression of empathy

Introduction

The importance of empathy in clinical practice is underlined.

A short description of teaching programmes other than the narrative medicine programme would be interesting.

Methods

The participants are of different health care professions, which is nevertheless a inhomogeneous group.

The number of females is much higher than that of males, which is significant for the statistical comparison.

A control group without intervention is missing.

It is unclear how the decision was made for participating in single or team group.

It would be valuable to include an example of a narrative case for the single and/or for the team group.

Maybe add the JPE score as supplement?
Results

142 participants were noted but even before the intervention only 110 are scored. What happened to the other 32?

Female and male group are of quite different numbers, therefore statistical comparison should be made with limitation. The same applies to the numbers of the seniority groups.

Discussion

The authors mention studies about loss of empathy during clinical work. It seems rather difficult to compare studies, which involve either medical students or doctors to the rather inhomogeneous group of different health care workers.

Different group numbers between female and male participants and groups of seniorities are important to mention in the discussion.
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